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of. For convenience in determinting position and 
spacing upon the work Surface I i, Irectangular 
coordinate calibrations 13 are provided on the 
Surface I I. 
Disposed within the dovetail grooves I2, I2” 

are a plurality of sliding members, shown alt 14, 
14”, having a, base H5, the Sides of which are cut 
at an angle to correspond Substantially to the 
Sides of the dovetail grooves I2, H2”, but of Slightly 
1ess width than the dovetail grooves. The base 
15 of the sliding member {4 is provided with a, 
resilient element, Such as Spring H? adapted to 
extend between the base 15 and the adjacent; 
Side of the dowetail groove 12 Within Which the 
sliding member 1A is disposed to frictionally re 
tain the Sliding member IM at the position it is 
adjusted to along the dowetail groove H2. , Ex 
tending upward from the base 15 of the siiding . 
Imember | 4 is an upright portion H1 having a, Suir 
face i8 extending perpendicular to the Work Sur 
face I I, likeWise having Suitable Scale calibration 
thereon for convenience in determining position 
along the Surface H8. Within the upright portion 
!'1 and extending through the Surface 18 is a, 
groove I9, preferably of Substantially Smaller 
width at the Surface - 18 than that within the tup 
right portion H1, and the axis of the groove ex 
tending perpendicularly to the Work Surface I I. 
Adjustable claimping means are provided on the 
member 14, generaliy indicated by reference inti 
Imera1 20, comprising, in the embodiment Shown 
in Fig. 2, a, Substantially U-Shaped ribbon Spring 
2[, having means at one end 22 shaped to fit 
Within groove H8 and slide axially therein, and 
free end 23 resiliently urged toward the end 22 
and Surface I8, ̀ thereby permitting the clamp 
ing means 20 to be adjusted Vertically Within the 
groove 19 to engage a, Structural element of the 
frameWork to be aSSembled, Such as Wing ribs 
24, 24”, between the ends 22, 23 and clamp the 
structural element at the desired position of Verti 
cal adjustment against the Surface I8 by reason 
of the forces exerted against the element and 
the inner · Walls of the groove I9. To limit the 
degree to Which the Structural element can be in 
Serted between the ends 22, 23 of the Spring 2 [, 
a, Stop * element, 25 is provided, Which is adapted 
·to be inserted through openings 26., 27 in the 
ends - 22 - and 23, IreSpectively, Spaced the desired 
distance from the ends to cause the pin 25 to 
albut against Structural element When inserted 
and preWent - further insertion of the Same. 
By means of the arrangement, above described, 

the-sliding members 14, 14? can be adjusted axial 
ly of the dowetail grooves I2, H2” with the desired 
Spacing betWeen the perpendicular grooved Sur 
faces 18 to correspond to the required spacing 
between elements of the toy framework. The 
accurate positioning of the members 14, [4” - in 
accordance With the plan of the framework is 
Irendered a, Simple and Irapid operation by the 
calibrations H3 provided on the Work Surface [ I, 
?While inSuring accurate alignment of the ele 
IridentS· Vertically. The elements of the frame 
work, as the Wing ribs 24, 24’ shown in Fig. - 1, 
Imay then be positioned against the grooved Sur 
face I8, and the claimping means, as Spring 2H, 
adjusted vertically within the groove 19 to en 
gage the structural element, and frictionally se 
Qure it against the grooved Surface H8 and Work 
Surface I H. Obviously, the sliding members and 
their aSSociated claimping means may be ar 
Iranged to employ one for each Structural ele 
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Iment of the frameWork to be assembled, or the . 
€lement:S may be positioned by pairs of Such siid 

ing members, as shown in Fig. 1, with one Šiiding: 
Innernber engakging each end of the element. 

Various means for claimping the frameWork 
elements, other than the Spring claimping means 
2?, may be used without departing from the im 
Vention. An alternative claimping means that 
Imay be employed with the sliding member {4 is 
Shown in FigS. 3 and 4, comprising bolt, member 
30, having a head member 3! of Substantially the 
Same Width as the Wider portion of the groove 
!9 adapted to Siide axially therein, and a threaded 
Shank 32 extending perpendicularly OutWard from 
the Surface I8 When the head 3H is disposed With 
in the groove 19. "HThe head 3[ of the bolt, Innena 
ber 30 is provided With dia.metrically opposed 
|plainar Surfaces on the Sides thereof to engage 
and be guided by opposed Sides of grooves t9 to 
prevent rotation of the bolt, member 30 within 
the grooves 19. A nut member 33 is provided 
With a, threaded bore permitting the nut 33 to be 
threaded onto the Shank 32 of bolt, merma?er. 30 
and approach the Surface H8, the Surface 34 of 
the nut member 33 disposed tOWard the grooved 
Surface I8 being of enlarged diameter to provide 
a large area, for claimping a frameWork between 
the enlarged dia.meter Surface 34 and the grooved 
Surface I8, as shown in Fig. 4. 

"I'he above Species of claimping means is pat 
ticularly adapted for the positioning and align 
ment of body former elements in the assembly of 
a, toy airplaine Structure, particularly of the Iring 
Shaped Variety as illustrated in Fig. 4. Since the 
body former elementS, Such as Shown at 35, are 
freguently Of different raudii to achieve the desired 
taper Chairacteristic of an airp!aine fuselage, it 
is desirable to clamp the body former elements at 
Various positions on the grooved Surfaces I8 · to 
Support the Sarme at Various distances above the 
Work Surface t 1. Though this can be effected 
With the claimping means shown in FigS. 1 and 2, 
the means comprising bolt member 30 and .. nut 
member 33 are more convenient for this pttrpose. 
To position the body former elements for assem 
bly, the Sliding members 14 are disposed along one 
of the dovetail grooves 12, 12’, the body former 
elements positioned adjacent; the perpendicular 
grooved Sturfaces I8 at the desired distance above 
the Work Surface I I, the bolt member 30 moved 
along the grOOWe 19 into engagement With the 
inner or outer periphery of the former .. element 
35, and the nut member 33 #rotated on the thread 
ed Shank 32 - until the body former element is 
frictionally Secured between the enlarged diam 
eter Surface 34 of the nut member 33 and the 
grooved Surface t8. This perimits accurate and 
stable positioning of the former elements in prop 
er Orientation and alignment for the stringer 
elements to be Secured theretio to assemble the 
fuSelage. • 

In the event the body former element is of the 
disk-Shaped Vairiety, as illustrated in Fig. 5, it is 
desirable to position the body former element be 
tween a pair of Sliding members [4, ! [i’ lafterally 
Spaced in different dowetail grooves i2, 12’, 
Irather than mount them on sliding members ax 
ially aligned in a Single dovetail groove, as shown 
in Fig. 4. - To accomplish this, the form of the 
invention Shown ·in Fig. 5 is employed, in which 
a, crOSS member 40 of Sufficient length to extend 
between a pair of Sliding members - 14, 14’ dis 
posed in different dovetail grooves I2, H2’, but 
With their grooved Surfaces H8 |lying in the same 
Vertical plane, is provided. Extending: 1ength 
- Wise of the crOSS member 40 is a groove 4! * of the 
character of the groove, t9 provided in the sliding 
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member 14 and extending outward throught a:Sur 
face 42-of the cross member: {0. - The groove Mi 
in' the cross member-40-is adapted to receive the 
|head 3t of the-bolt- claimping-rmember 30 or the 
end:22 of the Spring elamping means 20, as shown 
in RigS. - 6 and T, and permit the clamping-rmeans 
to be... adjustably positioned .. axially along; ̀`-the 
groove 4:#' in the same-mainner as in groove*H8, to 
engage-- and frictionally retain the body forrner 
element of the fuselage-frameWork, as former ele 

` ment: 43. in Fig: 5- alfad former. element 44-in RigS. 
6 and 7, at the desired position along the Surface 
42. Suitable openings raire”provided through the 
cross: nmember Æ0 near each, end thereof. and On 
an axis.jperpendicular to: the Surface 42; thitough 
which the threaded Shank 32 of a, bolt clamping 
member 30 may be inserted to Secure the crOSS 
member 40 at each end to the Sliding InnernberS 
!4, 14” at the desired position on the grooved 
Surface 18, for Vertical adjustment of the crOSS 
member 40. To further aid in Stabilizing and 
claimping the body former element on the crOSS 
member 40, a, longitudinal Shoulder 45 is pro 
Vided, extending lengthWise of the crOSS member 
40 and having a Surface A? lying in a plane per 
|pendicular to that of the Surface 42 and parallel . 
to the axis of groove 41, against Which the pe 
riphery of the body former element may be dis 
|posed in clamped position. 
By means of the crOSS member 40 and its aSSO 

ciated elements a plurality of body former ele 
ments may be conveniently aligned and posi 
tioned on an axis extending parallel to that Of 
the dowetail grooves I2, 12’ between SucceSSiVe 
pairs of Sliding member H4, IA” and Spaced abOVe 
the work Surface I I as required, Whether the 
1body former elements be of the disk or ring 
design. 
This arrangement of elements constituting the 

assembly device is likewise useful in aSSembling 
rib elements in the required position and align 
ment for constructing a model boat hull, as illus 
trated in FigS. 8 and 9. The hull rib elementS, 
as indicated at: 81, may be positioned against the 
Surface A2 of cross member Æ0 with the portion ?. 
at each end of the rib element establishirug the 
deck plane of the hull a,butting against the Sur– 
face 48 of shoulder A5, and claimping meanS, 
such as the bolt and nut claimping means 30–33 
or the Spring claimping means 20, as illustrated ; 
in Fig. 9, may be moved allong the groove 4 I tO 
engage and clamp the ends of the Irib element 
4T against the surface A2 in position for Securing 
the interconnecting elements theretO. 

Referring now to FigS. 10 and 11, the element:S 
of the assembly device are shown in Operative 
condition for positioning and aligning the 1Ongi 
tudinal stringer elements of a Square-type model 
airplane fuselage as required for Securing thie 
transverse interconnecting Stringer selements 
thereto. As shown, the longitudina1 Stringer ele 
ments, indicated at: 50, 5?”, are supported in the 
required position between Successive pairs of Slid 
ing member 14, I?” disposed in dOWetail groOVeS 
12, 12* by means of the cross members ?? and 
forked claimping means & i, shioWn in detail in i?ig. 
11, comprising a, forked upright body member 52, 
having a, base portion 53 With an opening 54 
therein adapted to receive the threaded shank 32 
of bolt claimping member 30 for securing the body 
member 52 to the cross member 40 at adjusted 
|positions along the Surface 42, and a pair of par- . 
allel arms 55, 55? defining an opening therebe 
tween of substantially the width of the body 
stringer elements 50, 50”. A Spring wire 56 

6 
adapted-to-siip over-the-forked end of the upright 
member 5 I and shaped to extend around the arms 

· 5?;*55’ of the upright member“. 5t-and resiliehtly 
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urge them-together-?is : provided to “frictionally 
clairrip the-stringer“: elements within the opening 
defined by the arms 5?, ?5’ after they have been 
|positioned Within the opening. Thus, the upright 
members 5:!' may be positioned laterally along the 
Surface 42 of the cross member: 40 in accordance 
With the required latera1 Spacing of the longi 
tudinal stringer - elements: 50, 50”, - the stringer 
elements inserted into the opening provided in 
the:' upright: ”Imembers 5 I ; and Spaced withint the 
Opening.in: accordance With the requireds Vertical 
Spacing of the longitudina1 stringer elements wer 
tically, i and 'the Spring Wire; ??: applied. over.ºthe 
ends of the arms 55, 55’ to support the stringer 
elements in required position and alignment for 
Securing the transverse stringer elements thereto 
to aSSemble the Square-type fuSelage framework. 
IFrom the above description, it will be readily 

appa.Jrent; that the present, invention provides a 
InOVel deVice for Supporting the structural ele 
ments of a, tOy SkeletOn frameWork in required 
Igosition and alignment for Securing the intercon 
inecting Structural elements to the supported ele 
imentS, Which is easy to operate, reducing the skill 
1required to assemble Such toys, accurately sup 
|ports the elements in mutually parallel planes to 
|prevent improper orientation of the elements, 
facilitates the proper spacing and axia1 alignment 
of the elements, and is conducive to more rajpid 
aSSemblage of Such toy devices. 
Although the invention has been described in 

COnSiderable detail, it Will be apparent that vari 
OUIS modifications may be made in the invention 
Without * departing from the Spirit and scope 
thereof, and it is desired, therefore, that only 
Such limitations Shall be placed thereon as are 
imposed by the prior art and are set forth in 
the appended claims. 
What is claimedis: 
1. Adjustable Work holder for the parts of a 

|plural part Workpiece, comprising a planiform 
baSe ha:Ving a pair of Spaced parallel guide 
&rOOVes With re-entrant Sides, a pair of similar 
Standards slidably fitting said grooves having mu 
t?ually parallel faces perpendicular to said base, 
Said fa,CeS each ha:Ving a groove perpendicular to 
Said baSe, Said grooves having re-entrant sides, 
?, CrOSS member, first - claimping means engaging 
Said CrOSS member having portions playing in the 
&TOOWe Of Said Standards permitting adjustment 
Of Said Cross member upwardly relative to said 
StandaIds, Said cross member having a longitudi 
Imal &rOOWe Wider at its base than at its mouth, 
?nd Se00nd claimping means having portions play 
ing in Said longitudinal groove, permitting ad 
Jus?ment Of Said Second claimping means longitu 
dinally ?long Said cross member. 

2. AdjuStable Work holder as claimed in claim 
1, Said first and Second claimping means being a, 
leaf Spring in the form of an open loop, and hav 
ing a, fixed crOSS piece at one end extending be 
yond Said leaf Spring adapted to play in a groove 
Of the type defined in claim 1. 

3. , Adjustable Work holder as claimed in claim 
1, including a, bar held by said second clamping 
imeans, having a, slot of Sufficient depth to receive 
?WO longitudinal parts of a, Workpiece in mutually 
Spaced relation, and a keeper bridging said slot, 
frictionally engaging the bar to permit longitu 
dinal adjustment of Said keeper for adjusting 
the length of Said slot. • 

4. Adjustable Work holder as claimed in claim 
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l, said second claimping means being in the form JNumber 1Name * 1 ?!?ate · 
Of a, bolt With a head Shaped to Siidably and InOn- 1,363,020 SheWalter —--------- Dec. 21, 1920 
rotatably fit in the longitudinal groove in Said 1405,670 Craley -------------- |Feb. 7, 1922 
CrOSS member, and a nut, ScreWable on Said bolt, 1,792,612 S?aley ------------- Feb. 17, 1931 
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